Vegetable Stain as an Alternative to H&E in Exfoliative Cytology
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Abstract

Experimentally red beet additionally referred to as beet root (Beta vulgaris L.) used as vegetable stain.

Objective: To organize a dye extract from beet root to stain the buccal smear as substitution low cost and simple obtaining material.

Material and method: Collected buccal smear from patient in Saveetha dental faculty around ten buccal smears every and glued in alcohol for half-hour. Then the staining was finished beet root extract answer.

Results: The cells were stained brown in color with beet root. This study showed that the preservation of cellular morphology was gift and clarity of cellular details was moderate. Additionally showed delicate staining uniformity and background staining was gift.

Conclusion: Beet root is accustomed stain buccal smear in exfoliative microscopic anatomy.
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Introduction

The emergent need and campaign of the international agencies in promoting greener and cleaner environment should urge different agencies including clinical laboratories in using safe and environment friendly chemicals. The urgency leads to develop safe, non-toxic and organic stain. The beet root (Beta vulgaris) plant belongs to chenopodae family. Usually known as the beet, also red beet or golden beet. It is one of the several of cultivated varieties grown for their edible taproots and their leaves. The Beta vulgaris have advantage in medicine such as it had a strong lipotropic and antioxidant effect inside human body. Furthermore been revealed the red beet appeared as inhibitor effect in lung and skin tumor produced the Epstein-Barr virus experimented in vivo [1-8].

The beet root contains different substantial elements like amino acid, sucrose, minerals, vitamins and dyes in fruit and roots. In addition the beet root has been used as natural colorant in food costumers which it could be healthier or at least not harmful [1].

The aim of the study include prepare dye extract from beet root to stain the oral smear in exfoliative cytology as substitution cheap and easy getting material.

Materials and Methods

Twenty oral smears were collected from in patient in Saveetha Dental College each and fixed in alcohol for 30 minutes. One each was kept for H&E staining and the other for beet root staining. For beet root staining the following method was followed:

1. Extract solution from beet root: the plant of beet root were cut to small portion and boiled set to filtration.
2. The alcohol fixed buccal smears were then transferred to beet root solution and kept for 1-2 days.
3. 3.70% ethanol for 15 minutes to wash out excess stain.
4. Placed the specimen in acid alcohol (2 ml of concentrated HCL in 100 ml of 70% alcohol) in order to remove excessive stain without loss of pigmentation.
5. The specimen was transferred to 90% ethanol for 30 minute and dehydrates in grades of alcohol.

Results

Through the picture (Figures 1 and 2) under the microscope the samples were evidently stained by red beet extract and have well defined structure. The staining intensity was similar of 30% beet root to 30% H&E. The preservation of cellular morphology was 44% seen in beet root and 45% in H&E. The background staining was almost seen similar 6% in beet root and 5% in H&E. The clarity of cellular details was seen more in H&E than beet root.
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Introduc...
Discussion

The beet root belongs to the chenopadae family (Beta vulgaris). In our day to day life everything we are dealing with is inorganic, so, we are trying to make an organic dye which is least harmful and safe for the environment. The staining intensity of beet root was 30% and is similar to H&E. Mohanad et al. in his study stated that the specimen was successfully stained in tissues of helminthes.

The preservation of cellular morphology was 44% seen in beet root and 45% in H&E. The background staining was almost seen similar 6% in beet root and 5% in H&E. The clarity of cellular details was seen more in H&E than beet root.

Gasztonyi et al. also in his study stated that betacyanin was responsible for the stain pigment which was red in color. It is a cytoplasmic stain and the betacyanin (red color) is acidic in nature and can be used in placed of eosin. From our study we concluded that beet root can also be used in staining in exfoliative cytology.

Conclusion

Based on the study conducted the dye that is produced from Beta vulgaris can stain the cells. From all above mention the regard red beet extract or its juice has prosperous stain for pigmentation as natural dye material that it would be cheap dye than expensive artificial one and capable to developed.
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